Ebner Stolz
Ridlerstraße 57
80339 München
Tel. +49 89 549018-0

Elevator C
front desk on the 4th floor

Directions by public transport
From the Main Station:
Take either the S-Bahn S7 direction Wolfratshausen or the underground line U4 direction
Westendstraße or the U5 direction Laimer Platz until stop „Heimeranplatz“. Please use
exit „Ridlerstraße“ and you will find our premises on your left hand side.
From the airport:
Take the S8 towards Herrsching or the S1 towards München Ost [Munich East] to München Hauptbahnhof [Munich Main Station]. Change there for the S7 towards Wolfratshausen, the U4 towards Westendstraße or the U5 towards Laimer Platz to „Heimeranplatz“. Please use the exit „Ridlerstraße“ and you will find our premises on your left.

Directions by car
From the airport:
Via motorway A9 you reach the Mittlerer Ring (B2R). Bear right onto Mittlerer Ring
West/B2R towards Olympiapark. After Olympiapark take the exit 2R Mittlerer Ring and
continue on the B2R to Donnersbergerbrücke. Take the exit signposted
Zentrum/Pasing/Laim/Augsburg/Landsberg onto Trappentreustraße, then turn right into
Westendstraße. Take the first turn left into Astallerstraße. At the end of the street turn
left into Ridlerstraße and you will find our premises on your right.
From Stuttgart/Augsburg:
Follow the motorway A8 to the end, take the second exit on the roundabout onto Verdistraße. Turn right into Pippingerstraße and then bear left onto the B2 towards
Zentrum/Pasing. Follow the B2/Landsberger Straße for about 6 km and then turn right
into Barthstraße. Finally turn left into Ridlerstraße. You will find our premises on your
right.
Underground car park for visitors:
You may use the underground car park of the building NEWTON. In this case please use
the „Visitors” [Besucher] entrance to the underground car park at the end of the building
and draw a parking ticket. The visitors parking spaces are located at Level -1 and are
marked blue.
Please go via Exit D to the ground level. On the ground level please change to the opposite
elevator C and exit on the 4th floor. There you will find our front desk. After your visit
at our premises we will validate your ticket before leaving the building.

